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To: kevin.hollinrake.mp@parliament.uk, mike.kane.mp@parliament.uk, SME Alliance <smealliance2014@gmail.com>, buchananh@parliament.uk

Kevin, Mike,

Ive just been on the phone with Mark Steele reference a series of forthcoming 5G talks. https://youtu.be/ol3tAxnNccY

Mark is running a 5G - The Real Information Session in Portcullis House 3.30 24th June. Monday. 
Specifically for MP's I have his number should any MP wish to confirm the session. 

Is there a direct method of mailing all MPs to advise this session is being run so that the truth can be delivered on whats actually happening in Gateshead (Outbreaks of
Cancer and EMF related disease above the norm) 
we can now see in various stages of technology progression UK wide.

As an indication Manchester's Media City's readings are probably something like our streets will measure once microwave signal densification of this technology set is rolled
out. 

I'm taking readings of 6000 miilli Volts/ Meter 6V where the guideline is 200 mv/m 30 minutes. This is 30 Times greater than the guidelines, it could be more as the meter was
maxed out. 

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/readings 
The Media City thumbnail has audio for greater impact.

https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/dr-sarah-starkey-phire-official-advice-on-radio-frequency-radiation  
The information linked for Dr Sarah Starkey also indicates this reference data is skewed with current knowledge but the regulators as we know are commercially influenced as
in the finance and medical sectors. 

It Strikes me with the take down of the NHS and SMEs / Investors in the finance sector, the prevention of the GC MAF Cancer treatment not being allowed on the market,
increase in Cancer causing radiation levels with 5G and what May has done with the defence sector we are being set up for a fall. 

I do hope your colleagues learn of this event on the doorstep although its a little late im sure it will be recorded? 

Mike I will be in touch with yourself and GMCA shortly about the  next steps as it would appear that Resilient Cities and LOBO loans are a pincer movement to entrap local
Govt. Once again Rockefeller and Rothschild links are strong through Rand Organisation and Banking. Thanks

Bruce

https://youtu.be/ol3tAxnNccY
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/readings
https://www.5gmediawatch.com/post/dr-sarah-starkey-phire-official-advice-on-radio-frequency-radiation
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